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The role of black holes in galaxy formation
and evolution
A.Cattaneo1,2, S. M. Faber3, J. Binney4, A. Dekel5, J. Kormendy6, R. Mushotzky7, A. Babul8, P. N. Best9, M. Brüggen10,
A. C. Fabian11, C. S. Frenk12, A. Khalatyan13, H. Netzer14, A. Mahdavi15, J. Silk4, M. Steinmetz1 & L. Wisotzki1

Virtually all massive galaxies, including our own, host central black holes ranging in mass from millions to billions of solar
masses. The growth of these black holes releases vast amounts of energy that powers quasars and other weaker active
galactic nuclei. A tiny fraction of this energy, if absorbed by the host galaxy, could halt star formation by heating and ejecting
ambient gas. A central question in galaxy evolution is the degree to which this process has caused the decline of star
formation in large elliptical galaxies, which typically have little cold gas and few young stars, unlike spiral galaxies.

G
alaxies come in two basic types: ‘football-shaped’ ellipti-
cals and ‘disk-shaped’ spirals (Fig. 1). Spirals contain
plenty of cold gas, which forms stars, whereas the gas in
ellipticals is too hot to form stars. Thus, ellipticals lack the

young blue stars that are usually seen in spirals, and are generally
quite red. Spirals also have central bulges structurally resembling
miniature ellipticals. Owing to this similarity, we use the term
‘bulges’ for bulges within spirals and for ellipticals indiscriminately.

Each bulge contains a central black hole, whose mass is propor-
tional to the bulge stellar mass1–5, MBH< 0.001Mbulge. Black holes
and bulges also formed at about the same epoch in the lifetime of the
Universe6,7. These observations imply that the formation of black
holes and the formation of bulges are closely linked. Matter falling
onto a black hole releases a huge amount of energy8, of the order of
10% of the rest mass energy, E5mc2, mainly in the form of photons
but also in the form of radio-luminous jets of charged particles9,10.
Even a tiny fraction (,1%) of the energy released within each bulge
could heat and blow away its entire gas content, thus explaining the
lack of star formation in bulges.

The theorist’s goal is to understand these observations in a cosmo-
logical context. In the standard picture11–13, most of the Universe is
composed of dark matter, whose nature is unknown. Protons, elec-
trons and neutrons, which compose gas and stars, make up the rest.
They interact with dark matter purely through gravity, which deter-
mines the evolution of the Universe on large scales. The Universe
emerged from the Big Bang with small inhomogeneities. These even-
tually grew into lumps, calledhaloes, by attracting surroundingmatter
gravitationally (Fig. 2). The competition between radiative cooling
and gravitational heatingdetermines the fate of gas in these haloes14–16.
In low-mass haloes, cooling dominates. Galaxies grow through the
accretion of gas that falls to the centre in cold flows17,18, settles into
disks19 (but see refs 20, 21), and forms stars. However, when the halo
mass grows above a critical value of about 1012 solar masses18, heating
dominates, and the gas no longer accretes onto galaxies. Halomergers
form large haloes that contain tens or even hundreds of galaxies,
called groups or clusters, respectively. Galaxy mergers within haloes
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Figure 1 | The galaxy bimodality. The contours show the galaxy distribution
on a stellar mass (Mgal) – colour diagram

92. The difference between ultraviolet
luminosity and red luminosity, quantified by themagnitude differenceu2 r, is
a colour indicator; larger values of u2 r correspond to redder galaxies. The
colour bar has been inserted to convey this notion visually and has no
quantitative meaning. Galaxies are classified into two main types: spirals that
mainly grew through gas accretion (‘S’, shown in blue) and ellipticals that
mainly grew through mergers with other galaxies (‘E’, shown in red). ‘S0’
galaxies are an intermediate type, but we assimilate them to ellipticals. Spirals
have central bulges, shown in red, that resemble miniature ellipticals. All
ellipticals and bulges within spirals contain a central black hole, shown with a
black dot. Moreover, ellipticals and bulges within spirals have the same black-
hole mass to stellar mass ratio, of the order of 0.1%. This is why we call them
‘bulges’ indiscriminately. In contrast, there is no connection betweenmasses of
black holes andmasses of disks (the galactic component shown in blue). Spirals
and ellipticals are separated by a colour watershed at u2 r< 2 and a mass
watershed at Mgal<M*<1010.5M[ (ref. 92). M* is of the order of fbMcrit,
whereMcrit<1012M[ is the critical halomass for gas accretion and fb< 0.17 is
the cosmic baryon fraction. Spirals form a sequence where the bulge-to-disk
ratio tends to grow with Mgal (Sc, Sb, Sa). Ellipticals have two subtypes57,93:
giant ellipticals with smooth low-density central cores formed in mergers of
galaxies that have long finished their gas (‘E core’)94 and lower-mass ellipticals
with steep central light cusps formed in mergers of galaxies that still have gas
(‘E cusp’)95. Whereas core ellipticals formed all their stars over a short time
span at high redshift42, the formation of the lower-mass cuspy ellipticals from
the ‘quenching’ and reddening of blue galaxies continues to low redshift96.
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transformdisks into bulges22 and are the only opportunity for galaxies
to grow after they have ceased to accrete gas.

In mergers of galaxies that are still accreting gas, the gas falls to the
centre, triggers starbursts, and is often observed to feed the rapid
growth of black holes23,24, although, observationally, the connection
between active galactic nuclei (AGN) and mergers remains contro-
versial25–27. Black holes respond to this fuelling by feeding energy back
to the surrounding gas. This energy produces winds28–33, which may
accelerate the star formation rate by compressing the gas34. In the
most dramatic scenario, all the gas is blown away, so black hole
growth and star formation suddenly terminate35–39. Computer simu-
lations suggest that this ‘quenching’ is necessary to explain why ellip-
ticals are red40,41. The chemical composition of giant ellipticals
implies that the star formation epoch was brief. This is another
reason for considering a mechanism that could ‘quench’ star forma-
tion abruptly42.

In galaxies that have ceased to accrete gas, the main epoch of star
formation and black hole accretion is over, but even weak AGN can
open large cavities in the hot gas through the mechanical action of
their jets43–45. In this ‘maintenance mode’, black holes couple to the
hot gas and adjust their residual accretion rates to provide the energy
that is needed to maintain it at constant temperature46–48, either
through a continuous series of minor events44,45,49, or through

episodic quasar activity50,51. The strongest evidence for this loop cycle
is in galaxy clusters. Its action reduces considerably the rate at which
gas cools and accretes onto the central galaxies52,53.

Thesediscoveries have lead to a richer picture of galaxy formation, in
which black holes play amajor part. Modelling these effects is essential
to understand the masses, colours54–56 and structural properties57 of
ellipticals within a cosmological theory of galaxy formation.

Black holes in the formation of red ellipticals
Black holemasses are tightly related to the stellar mass3 and the stellar
velocity dispersion4,5 within the host bulges. These correlations imply
a causal link between the formation of black holes and the formation
of bulges, but they can be interpreted in two ways.

In the first interpretation, black hole accretion and star formation
occur together because they both feed from the same gas, brought to
the centre by gas-richmergers and disk instabilities. Black hole accre-
tion terminates when star formation has used up all the gas. The
correlation between black hole growth and starbursts observed in
ultraluminous infrared galaxies24, quasars58 and nearby Seyfert
galaxies59 supports this scenario, explaining why the black hole mass
is proportional to the bulge mass.

In the second interpretation, star formation terminates when the
black hole blows all the gas outside its host galaxy35–38. Feedback
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Figure 2 | A computer simulation of the formation of an elliptical galaxy.
The nine panels illustrate the formation of an elliptical galaxy97 by showing
how the dark matter (left column), the gas (centre column) and the stars
(right column) are distributed at three epochs in the expansion of the
Universe: when theUniverse was 1/5 of its current size (redshift z5 4), when
theUniverse was 1/3 of its current size (z5 2), and today (z5 0). The gravity
of the dark matter dominates the evolution on large scales (left column). As
time passes, the Universe becomes lumpier because the dark matter clumps
via gravity into haloes (bright orange spots in the left panels). The centre
column zooms into the region around and inside a halo to show what
happens to the gas. The halo radius is shown as a white circle, and the gas is

colour-coded according to its temperature: blue is cold, green (and red) is
hot. Initially the halo is small, and the gas streams into the halo down to its
centre in cold flows.When the halo reaches the critical massMcrit< 1012M[
(z5 2), the gas begins to form a hot atmosphere (green); eventually, all the
gas within the halo is hot (z5 0). The right column zooms in even further to
show the visible galaxy formed by the gas fallen to the centre. The galaxy is
initially a blue spiral (z5 4). It starts to become red when the halo gas starts
to be hot (z5 2). By then, its halo has merged with neighbouring haloes to
form a galaxy group. Mergers with companions eventually transform the
galaxy into an elliptical (z5 0).
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requires a minimum power and thus a minimummass because, for a
given black hole mass, there is a maximum AGN luminosity, called
the Eddington limit, above which the radiation-pressure force out-
wards exceeds the gravitational force inwards, suppressing the gas
flow onto the black hole. The velocity dispersion is the bulge property
that is most closely linked to the black hole because it determines the
depth of the potential well from which the gas has to be expelled, and
thus the minimum black hole mass for feedback.

The efficiency with which AGN can transfer energy to the sur-
rounding gas determines which picture is closer to reality. Photons
and jets fromAGN can drive winds in twoways. They can heat the gas
and cause it to expand (thermal ‘energy-driven’ winds) or they can
push it out (pressure ‘momentum-driven’ winds). Photons heat the
gas by photoionizing metals such as iron, which retain their inner
electrons even at high temperature, and by Compton scattering.
Radiation pressure on ionized gas is only important in the immediate
proximity of black holes, where it determines the Eddington limit,
but radiation pressure on dust is important even on galactic scales
because dust has a high absorption cross-section. Absorption by
resonance lines is another mechanism that transfers momentum to
the gas, and may explain the high-speed winds in broad absorption
line quasars33. Jets can produce ‘energy-driven’ winds via shock heat-
ing and ‘momentum-driven’ winds via ram pressure.

All these processes contain large inefficiencies, which are difficult
to quantify: metals that retain some electrons even at high temper-
ature are a small fraction of the atoms in the gas; the photoionization
cross-section is large only in a narrow frequency band; Compton
scattering transfers only a small fraction of the photon energy to an
electron; and jets tend to escape from their host galaxies and to
deposit most of their energy outside. The transfer of momentum
from the photons to the gas by way of radiation pressure is the only
process that can be almost 100% efficient, but dust must cover a large
solid angle. The low momentum of photons with respect to their
energy also limits the mass that can be ejected through this mech-
anism, as photons are massless particles. If the momentum in the
photons radiated by an AGN was transferred to the gas with 100%
efficiency, this momentum could eject a gas mass equal to at most
,10% of the bulge stellar mass, which is the mass of the gas that is
typically left over at the end of a gas-rich merger. Thermal-wind35,39

and radiation-pressure-driven-wind36–38 models have been used to
compute the relation between black hole mass and bulge velocity
dispersion. However, this is not a discriminating test because both
cases can match the data.

Optical/ultraviolet28,29 and X-ray30,31 spectroscopy confirm that
quasars can accelerate winds to speeds of thousands to tens of
thousands of kilometres per second. Their variability on short time-
scales suggests that these are nuclear rather than galactic winds, but
some kiloparsec-scale winds are observed29. Integral-field spectro-
scopy has also detected bipolar winds with speeds of thousands of
kilometres per second aligned with the jets of high-redshift radio
galaxies32.

The mere existence of AGN winds is no proof that they ‘quench’
star formation, but observations of post-starburst galaxies find that
two-thirds of them contain winds with speeds of 500–2,000 km s21

(ref. 60). These speeds are higher than the wind speeds usually found
in starbursts. They, therefore, suggest a quasar origin and a probable
role of quasars in the ‘quenching’ of post-starburst galaxies.

In the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS), which probes nearby
galaxies, star-forming, ‘active’ and ‘passive’ ellipticals delineate a
sequence from blue to red on the galaxy colour–mass diagram61.
The interpretation is that when the growth of the black hole is acti-
vated, the star formation rate declines. However, in the overall popu-
lation of SDSS galaxies, the star formation decline appears to be
gradual62 and is not linked to any dramatic event. The situation
may be different at high redshift, where starbursts and quasars were
more common and more powerful, and where star formation in the
progenitors of giant ellipticals lasted for less than a gigayear (ref. 42).

Black holes in galaxy clusters
The gas in massive galaxies, groups and clusters is hot and radiates
copiously in X-rays. The problem of explaining why this gas does not
quickly cool off is known as the ‘cooling flow’ problem. This problem
has been heavily investigated in galaxy clusters, where the obser-
vational constraints are particularly strong52,53.

X-ray groups and clusters fall into two categories: systems in which
the X-ray surface brightness increases steeply towards the centre—
that is, 90% of the X-ray-selected groups and clusters with halo mass
(Mhalo)#1014 solarmasses, and 50%of the clusters withMhalo$ 1014

solar masses63—and systems with shallower surface brightness pro-
files. The gas luminosity per unit volume is equal to n2L, where n is
the gas density, and L is the cooling function; L depends on the gas
temperature T and on the gas chemical composition. X-ray spectro-
scopy shows thatT is always of the order of the virial temperature Tvir

at which the gas is in equilibrium with gravity. Therefore, the differ-
ence between the two types of clustermust be in their density profiles.

In the first type of cluster, the gas has a high central density and
radiates its thermal energy on a timescale tcool< (3/2)kT/n2L, where
k is the Boltzmann constant, that is usually less than a gigayear over
much of the cluster core. These clusters are called ‘cool-core’ clusters
because T decreases towards the centre. However, cool-core clusters
are not ‘cold core’ clusters: the temperature drops towards the centre
by only a factor of three. From the absence or weakness of the soft
X-ray line Fe XVII, one infers that the amount of gas that cools radia-
tively below this temperature is ten times less than expected from
how much heat is lost to X-rays52,53. As the gas radiates but does not
cool, there must be a compensating energy-injection mechanism.

Further evidence comes from the relation between X-ray lumin-
osity (LX) and the gas temperature measured from X-ray data. At
T$ 3 keV, where bremsstrahlung is the main radiation mechanism,
the X-ray luminosity is LX / n2Tvir

1/2rhalo
3, and Tvir / Mhalo/rhalo,

where rhalo is halo radius. If n scaled with the halo density, which is
proportional to the mean density of the Universe, then all clusters
should have the same n and this equation predicts LX / Tvir

2.
Spectroscopy confirms that T<Tvir, but the data find a different
relation LX / Tvir

3, which becomes even steeper at Tvir# 3 keV
(ref. 64) because n decreases at low masses, although with consid-
erable scatter65–67. Having lower density for a given temperature
implies having higher entropy, measured by K5 kT/n2/3, and the
only way to increase the entropy is through heating.

Clusters have typical entropy excesses of DK< 100 keV cm2 at
0.1rhalo (ref. 68; Fig. 3). These excesses weigh more heavily on smaller
clusters, which have lower absolute entropies, but higher entropies
relative to theoretical expectations. This problem is common to both
cool-core andnon-cool-core clusters, and affects a large fraction of the
intraclustermedium.Thequasarwinds invoked to quench star forma-
tion in the progenitors of giant ellipticals could solve this entropy
problem by preheating the intergalactic gas destined to become the
intracluster medium69–71, but they cannot solve the cooling-flow
problem in the central regions of cool-core clusters. In these systems,
which have K, 100 keV cm2, the cooling time is so short (,0.1Gyr;
Fig. 3) that heating is needed at least every 0.1Gyr today to maintain
these systems in their current state. This need for regular heating
clashes with the scarcity of quasars in the low-redshift Universe.

However, weaker AGN—that is, ‘edge-darkened’ radio galaxies—
show up in 70% of the central dominant (cD) galaxies of cool-core
clusters72,73. Their activity pattern differs from the erratic behaviour
of quasars and is closer to a constant string of minor outbursts. In
many low-accretion-rate AGN, the gas surrounding the black hole is
not dense enough to radiate efficiently, and nearly all the released
energy may instead be channelled into jets74. The very poor optical
luminosity of these objects is partly the reason why their importance
had long been underestimated.

The importance of radio galaxies began to emerge after cavitieswere
discovered in the X-ray gas of the Perseus cluster43,45 (Fig. 4) and other
clusters with substantially weaker AGN—for example, the Virgo
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cluster44. The cavities are regions where the jet radio-synchrotron-
emitting plasma has displaced the ambient X-ray-emitting plasma.
Such cavities are present in $70% of cool-core clusters75. They are
usually regions of enhanced synchrotron emission, although some
lack high-frequency radio emission (‘ghost’ cavities), presumably
because they are old and depleted of electrons with energies
.105mec

2, where me is the electron mass.
From the volume of the cavities (Vcav) and the pressure of the

intracluster medium (pICM) it is possible to estimate the work that
the jets had to do to create them. This work equals pICMVcav for
‘quasi-static’ (that is, highly subsonic) inflation. However, as cavities
are Rayleigh-Taylor unstable, their formation timescale cannot be
much longer than the sound crossing time or they would break apart
before they are formed. It cannot be much shorter than the sound
crossing time either. If it were, cavities would be surrounded by
strong shocks, observed only in very few objects. As cavities are not
inflated quasi-statically, the work that the expanding radio lobes do
on the ambient gas must exceed pICMVcav. Part of this extra work
excites shocks, waves and other disturbances, all of which could heat
the intracluster medium. Analytic calculations76 and numerical
simulations77 indicate that this work could be up to 10pICMVcav.

In addition to the work that radio lobes do on the ambient gas,
there is also the energy of the relativistic particles inside the radio
lobes themselves (‘cosmic rays’). The internal energy of the radio-
emitting plasma is 1/(c2 1)pcavVcav, where cavity pressure
pcav$ pICM and c is the plasma adiabatic index (c5 4/3 is the value
that is normally assumed for a relativistic plasma). This energy could
heat the intracluster medium, too, if the synchrotron emitting

plasma and the X-ray emitting gas eventually mixed, although obser-
vations show that cavities tend to survive in the intracluster medium
for a very long time (see, for example, ref. 75).

The minimum energy needed to produce the observed cavities
(Ecav) is obtained by adding the work done on the ambient gas for
quasi-static inflation and the cosmic ray energy. This sum gives
Ecav$ 4pICMVcav. Cavity observations find that this energy is equal
to the energy radiated in X-rays in a sound crossing time, to within a
factor of four (ref. 46; Fig. 5a). Thus, the energy that jets put into
cavities is about equal to the energy needed to offset cooling. This
near-equality, which extends over four orders of magnitude, suggests
a self-regulation mechanism. This is possible, because a black hole
acts as a thermostat that senses the entropy of the gas at the boundary
of its gravitational sphere of influence, determined by the Bondi
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Figure 4 | Optical, radio and X-ray images of the Perseus cluster. The
optical image (bottom right panel) shows the Perseus galaxy cluster and its
cD galaxy, the radio galaxy Perseus A. The radio images (bottom middle
panel, and contours on main panel) show the lobes of relativistic
synchrotron emitting plasma inflated by the jets that come out of the central
nucleus. The X-ray images (main panel and bottom left panel) show the
ambient hot gas (intracluster medium), colour-scaled such that higher-
energy X-rays (hotter gas) are bluer and lower-energy X-rays (cooler gas) are
redder (the X-ray and radio data are from ref. 45). This is one of the most
dramatic images of the cavities and ripples created by AGN in the
surrounding gas. The regions of higher radio luminosity are dimmer in
X-rays because the expanding lobes have displaced the ambient gas. The rims
of the radio lobes are X-ray bright and are cooler than the surrounding gas.
This is more obvious if one looks to the left of the spot where the jet directed
downward terminates. A third X-ray cavity has the shape of an arch and is
visible at the top right corner. This is called a ‘ghost’ cavity because it is
invisible in radio, and it was generated during a previous burst of activity.
The pink brush strokes running perpendicular to the arch are cold gas
flowing around the cavity. The blue structure to the north of the active
nucleus is due to absorption in an infalling system in front of Perseus A. This
feature appears because higher-energy X-rays are more penetrating. Images
from ref. 45.
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Figure 3 | The entropy of the intracluster medium in spherical shells of
radius r. We define entropy as K5 kTn1/(c21), where c is the gas adiabatic
index. For an ideal gas, this definition is related to the standard one,
DS5DQ/T, by the transformation s5 ln K1/(c21)1 const., where s is the
entropy S per unit mass (DS is the entropy variation that corresponds to a
heat injection DQ). Observed entropy profiles of cool-core clusters98 (red
dotted lines) differ substantially from theoretical predictions for a pure
cooling flow model (black solid line) but become broadly consistent with
theoretical predictions if an entropy pedestal of 10 keV cm2 is added to the
latter (dashed black line). The discrepancy with predictions of pure cooling
flow models is even larger in non-cool-core clusters, which have central
entropies up to 700 keV cm2 (for example, 3C 129). A new study by three of
us (A.M., A.B. and A.C., unpublished results) resolves entropy profiles of
NGC 507 and NGC 6166, the cD galaxy of A 2199, at small radii and finds
that the pedestal is actually a shelf. The entropy decreases again at small
radii. Both galaxies have half-light radii of ,10 kpc. We also show the
radiative cooling times tcool that approximately correspond to the entropies
on the y-axis of the diagram. The dependence of tcool on K, tcool5 3/2K3/2/
(L!kT) for c5 5/3, is stronger than that on T because of the exponent 3/2
and because the range of entropies within a cluster and among clusters is
much larger than the corresponding range of temperatures.
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radius78 rBondi<GMBH/cs
2< 10–100 pc, where the gas infall speed

equals the sound speed cs (here G is the gravitational constant). For
spherical accretion78, MBH and the entropy at rBondi entirely deter-
mine the black hole accretion rate. If the power injected into the
cavities is proportional to the black hole accretion rate computed
from a spherical model—an assumption directly verified by obser-
vational data79 (Fig. 5b)—then, the more the gas cools down and the
central entropy decreases, themore the jet power and the heating rate
go up.

The importance of jet heating is also shown by the entropy of the
intracluster medium, which is higher in clusters with extended radio
sources than in clusters with point-like radio sources, where jets have
not yet propagated and heated the gas80. Properties of clusters with
point-like sources are in fact consistent with the non-heating predic-
tion, LX / Tvir

2.
The problem is how the energy injected into clusters is converted

into heat. Strong shocks seem themost naturalmechanism, but in fact
theX-ray-bright rims of the radio lobes in thePerseus cluster45 (Fig. 4)
and other radio galaxies are cooler than their surroundings.
Moreover, if the heated region were substantially smaller than the
cluster core, convection would set in. Instead, the entropy profiles
of clusters are shallow but not flat (Fig. 3). This indicates that the
central gas is stable against convection, even though the gasmetallicity
profiles are broader than the starlight of the cD galaxies53. Different
stages in the life of a radio source could explain the scarcity of radio
sources with strong shocks and the need for distributed heating81. In
the transient active phase, jets inflate cavities and shocks are the main
heating mechanism. If the jets can cross the cluster core before this
phase ends, then shock heating raises the entropy by a nearly uniform
amount throughout the core, in agreement with the observed
,10 keV cm2 entropy pedestal (Fig. 3). After the jets switch off, the
radio lobes keep doing mechanical work on the intracluster medium
by rising buoyantly. The thermalization of the hydrodynamic
motions generated during the active phase and of the waves generated
by the rising bubbles generates heat at various radii, even when the
black hole is not actually accreting44,45,49,76.

Heating is not the onlymechanism bywhich AGN can prevent cold
gas from accumulating at the centres of clusters. Jets and rising
bubbles also lift low-entropy gas from the central region and transport
it outside. Eventually this gas falls down again, but new bubbles are
created and lift it up again82. This would explain the filaments of cold
molecular gas detected around the cavities of the Perseus cluster83.

Black holes in galaxy evolution
Giant ellipticals have the same cooling flow problem as galaxy clus-
ters, with even stronger limits on the amount of gas that can cool and
form stars. The stellar populations, chemical abundances, and struc-
tural properties (that is, the absence of dense central light cusps57) of
giant ellipticals indicate that little gas has fallen to the centre and
made stars since these galaxies were formed.

The cooling flow problem is more severe within galaxies than
within clusters because, even neglecting the hot gas in the halo, the
final stages of the lives of massive stars return,30–40% of the total
stellar mass to the interstellar medium over the lifetime of the
Universe50,51,84. Even a small fraction of the gas from dying massive
stars would, if accreted, result in black holes much larger than the
observational mass estimates.

The problem with applying to galaxies the same explanation as
applied to clusters is that jets are usually collimated on galactic scales85

(see, for example, M87). Therefore, they drill through the nearby gas
and dump most of the energy outside the galaxies in which they are
produced: the entropy shelf surrounding NGC 6166 (Fig. 3) indicates
that heating has only been important at radii r$ 2 kpc. Even in the
Perseus cluster, the jets seem to not be inhibiting star formation in the
central galaxy, which belongs to the 25% of cD galaxies that are blue86.
The situation is even worse in galaxies that are not at the centres of
clusters, because confining the jets is even more difficult for the less
pressurized atmospheres of these galaxies. Without a confining
working surface, jets dissipate their energy uselessly in intergalactic
space57 (for example,CygnusA).However, there are counter-examples
where the jets have caused turmoil in thehot gas on galactic scales—for
example, Centaurus A, M84 and NGC 3801. Moreover, a jet may
escape from its host galaxy and still transfer some of its energy to the
interstellar medium. For example, the knots in the jet ofM87 could be
interpreted as evidence for interaction with the interstellar medium.
Despite this problem, it is intriguing that the fraction of ellipticals
hosting a radio source scales with MBH in the same way as does the
estimated gas cooling rate87, and that the time-averaged jet power
matches the gas X-ray luminosity over two orders of magnitude in
galaxymass88. If jets fail to couple to the ambient gas and to keep it hot,
cooling will eventually activate an optical AGN, which could heat the
gas radiatively51.

Gravitational heating, due to the mechanical work done by infall-
ing clumps when they fall deep into the galaxies89–91, also contributes
to heating the gas, as do type I supernovae in small ellipticals50,51,84.
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Ecav5 4pICMVcav, then Pcav5 LX to within a factor of four. This means that
the jet energy is about equal to the energy that is needed to offset cooling.
b, Pcav ranges

79 from 10% to 100% of the accretion power determined from
the Bondi spherical accretion model78. This shows that the Bondi model is a
reasonable description of the accretion of hot gas by a supermassive black
hole. The different ordinates ofM87 in a and b show that the published error
bars underestimate the real uncertainty on Pcav. Error bars, 1s.
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However, these energy sources are unresponsive to changes in the
radiative loss rate. Either they will heat the gas at a rate lower than the
cooling rate, in which case the gas will eventually cool, or they will
heat the gas at a rate higher than the cooling rate, in which case they
will drive an outflow. The gas may be in an outflow in lower-mass
ellipticals (the ‘cuspy’ ellipticals of Fig. 1), where discrete sources
dominate the X-ray emission and where, for this reason, we cannot
generally detect any X-ray-emitting gas, but in giant ellipticals X-ray
observations show that the gas is in hydrostatic equilibrium57.
Gravitational heating and type I supernovae could, nevertheless, alle-
viate the burden on the AGN, which would only provide the differ-
ence between the heating rate needed to keep the gas in equilibrium
and the heating rate provided by these other sources.

Remaining issues
The strongest evidence for black hole feedback is in galaxy clusters,
but we still lack a sufficient understanding of the processes that
transfer energy from AGN to the surrounding gas and thermalize
the hydrodynamic disturbances excited by expanding jets and rising
bubbles. Standard viscosity, turbulent viscosity, the stretching and
tearing ofmagnetic field lines, and cosmic rays could all contribute to
heat and/or lift the intracluster medium. The statement that black
holes self-regulate to the accretion rate that is required to offset
cooling is a valid first approximation, but some gas does cool and
flow onto the central galaxies of clusters83, although at a very low rate
compared to predictions for pure cooling flow models. In 25% of all
clusters, this gas reactivates star formation, leading to blue-core cD
galaxies86. A major challenge for theoretical models and computer
simulations is to understand in quantitative detail why real clusters
depart from an ‘ideal’ feedback loop that is 100% efficient in sup-
pressing cooling and star formation.

The interaction of radio galaxies with their own interstellar med-
ium is much less clear than the interaction with the intracluster
medium. In the case of radiative feedback, the basic physics of the
interactionwith the interstellarmedium aremuch better understood.
The main open problem is rather whether radiative feedback can
deliver the energy required for the ‘maintenance’ of individual ellip-
ticals without exceeding the observational limits on the fraction con-
taining an AGN.

The greatest uncertainty is the role of quasar winds in quenching
star formation. This is because the masses of the winds detected spec-
troscopically are uncertain by more than one order of magnitude.
Improving the current estimates for the masses, length scales, and
temperature structure of the winds at all redshifts is the critical obser-
vational challenge.We also need to understand better the properties of
galaxies in transition from the blue to the red population.

Finally, we note that it is computer simulations that indicate the
need for quasar quenching, but these simulations are based on uncer-
tain models for star formation and the physics of the interstellar
medium. Progress in our understanding of these processes and
higher resolution simulations will be necessary before we can con-
clude that quasar feedback is in fact needed, particularly in lower-
mass ellipticals where the decline of the star formation rate occurs on
a longer timescale.
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